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FOR IMMEDIATE READING  
 
 
Based on what has happened in the SECURITY COUNCIL, SOCHUM, DISEC and            
ECOSOC, the representatives of the Organization for the Liberation of Palestine, the            
protectors of the palestinian community. Its completely grateful with all that nations that have              
understand our motives and intentions, nations like China that support our principles            
and our reasons to be recognize. Or Iran that have support this fight since it begins,                
and now they are been theath by the USA and its possible invasion to the Strait of                 
Hormuz. 
 
But, we, do not understand how countries such as the USA, France, Germany are against               
us, they are against freedom, rights and life. But after turning its back on the Palestinian                
people for years, now they send troops and military equipment to Israel to protect them,               
to protect a corrupt state a state that must be eliminated from the planet. Countries like                
these must be destroyed, countries that arrive, violate the sovereignty imposed their            
governments and then try to eradicate its own creation. Added to this is the United Kingdom,                
that since 1940 has invaded Africa or France, which imposes its traditions, bringing chaos              
and then leaves our people submerged in terror. All this represent the inefficiency of the               
International Community and its actual plan. Delegates you have discuss for more than a              
day and what you decide is to abandon other countries, separate from the agreement              
against terrorism, close borders and put sanctions, as if this would stop what is really               
happening. Every time you attack us with your drones, puts regulations on the sale              
and purchase of weapons or creates funds for the alleged financing of peace, it only               
makes our hatred for you increase. 
 
 
Also, we would like to communicate that Hezbollah group has insurgency in the state of               
Israel and if any nation decide to attack, they would attack too. But we would like to                 
said that the current focus on the "light footprint" against “terrorism” is a combination of               
drone attacks with precision and attacks by special forces that can kill the             
"fundamental" leadership but there was never behind an articulated theory, causing           
the threats and the tactics produce became more dangerous. The resolutions for the             
regulation of arms production or the international cooperation plans to create tactics            
just fail, why? Because we don't depend on black market, we have our own              
sponsorships, and our own business like: kidnappings, common robberies, drug          
sales, or also the Countries support: regular arms sales between governments.           
Without strict controls at the receiving end, weapons may disappear from state            
arsenals and appear in the hands of others. On the other hand, we make a call to the                  
countries and to remember we have been the only ones that we try to improve the basic                 
social problems of nations that are without a government. 
 
All of this motives make us take more extremist decisions, reason why we would start by                
being present at the extraordinary meeting in the World Bank, this meeting have take              
place yesterday (18 of april 2018), and sanctions to USA have been present by nations               



such as China but would this really fix something? No. The reaction of USA, get away                
from the actual counter terrorism plan, he have decided to turn his back on others               
only for their interests and has corrupted nations like Turkey, France and the UK to               
join them, as if this would help. The disunion that the international community has show               
make us be stronger and that Allah is helping us. The US proposal to create a new plan                  
with its allies is a inefficiency idea. You need each other, if this plan is created it will only                   
help us to enter your countries more easily. Now in the 21st century neither US nor UK are                  
immune to terrorism on their borders, and if this is the case with the assistance of the                 
international community who would be with the support of only one party. By supporting              
this “solution” they are only signing their own defeat. This is why for us as an Arab                 
community we call Turkey, so it does not allow itself to be corrupted by oppressive nations                
and instead join the other sister countries that seek good. But also this countries are               
forgetting the pact each you made when becoming member of the United Nations, as it               
is said in the United Nations Chapter "the member states will unite our forces for the                
maintenance of international peace and security" and "to use an international mechanism to             
promote the economic and social progress of all peoples" or like the article 3 said “Carry out                 
international cooperation in the solution of international economic, social, cultural or           
humanitarian problems, and in the development and encouragement of respect for human            
rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction based on race, sex, language             
or religion”. In this case this countries (USA, UK,France, Turkey) are violating what for              
you is a pillar to achieve peace and one of the pillars of the UN. Then we are ready to                     
achieve peace and freedom to our people, now, is the international community prepared for              
this? 
 
Regarding the discussion of what social conditions makes people enter terrorism as a way to               
live in a modernized country, there have been different riots and uprisings through the              
middle east as a way for people to make themselves be taken into account by the                
international community, as an attempt to be helped, but also, be part of a solution.               
This riots are being present in countries such as Iran, Israel, Sudan and Syria. But also, in                 
countries such as China and Russia, the religious minorities are also protesting and             
revolting in order to be recognized by the community. Likewise, the international            
community feels frightened that this different insurgencies can have a bigger yet deeper             
impact on the development of the committees.  
 
The idea that religion and ethics are the bases of terrorism have create questions like               
how do we prevent young Muslims from radicalizing? But it is a tricky question              
because it points them in the wrong direction. Why? Because it contains a hidden              
assumption that radical ideas, specifically Islamic theological ideas, are the main cause of             
turning a boy into a terrorist. According to the hypothesis of radicalization created by the               
international community, it is the conservative Islam and the dangerous ideas           
contained in the Koran that motivate the homicidal behavior. This is as convincing as              
arguing that the murderous parts of the Bible were responsible for the brutality of the IRA.                
This is why countries should recognize that the Koran as well as the Bible have               
passages that are deeply immoral. But not entirely the reasons that lead to these              
actions. Because this is not how or why people go to Iraq to become "murderous criminals".                
They go, in large part, because they believe that their people are being attacked, that               



Bashar al-Assad is spilling gaseous chlorine, that the West invaded Iraq, because of torture              
and Guantánamo Bay, and because there is a sense of responding to all this. Reason               
why ideas such as programs to promote dialogue, tolerance and understanding among            
civilizations, cultures, peoples and religions, and to promote mutual respect for and prevent             
the defamation of religions, religious values, beliefs and cultures. or how do you call is the                
Alliance of Civilizations is a complete joke, this programs would not succeed if the              
international population continue to think islam is bad or is the guilty. Also the idea of to                 
promote a culture of peace, justice and human development by establishing and            
encouraging, as appropriate, education and public awareness programs involving all sectors           
of society is as useless as your current plan to stop terrorism.  
 
So delegates, rember union make the force, we are a union, but are you? 
 
Representatives of the Organization for the LIberation of Palestine.  
 
 
 
 


